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Definitions of Terms

Incident means a routine occurrence that does not significantly disrupt operations; control and
response is within the scope of the units/departments day to day operations. Emergency Services
(ambulance, police, fire) may be called on site for minor incidents.

Emergency is a situation or an impending situation that constitutes a danger that could result in
serious harm to persons or substantial damage to property and that is caused by the forces of
nature, a disease or other health risk, an accident or an act whether intentional or otherwise.

Emergency Preparedness. Actions taken prior to an emergency or disaster to allow for an
effective response. These include developing an emergency response plan, establishing an
Emergency Operations Centre, conducting training and exercises, and providing information to
the University community.

Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) means a physical site for coordinating multi-department
emergency response efforts. Level 3 emergencies always require the activation of the Emergency
Operation Centre.

Emergency Response Level 1 - Minor Emergency: Minor, localized emergency. Unplanned event or
occurrence that may adversely impact or threaten life, health or property on campus. Consists of the daily
responsibilities that departments/units must carry out to be in a state of readiness in the event of an
emergency situation. The Emergency Site Manager deals with these types of emergencies.

Emergency Response Level 2 - Enhanced Monitoring: Major emergencies that disrupt University
operations; The emergency can affect several departments, buildings or functions of the University and
consequently may affect mission-critical functions such as teaching, research, campus services, or
administrative activities. External emergency response agencies (e.g., ambulance,police,fire,etc.) may be
called upon to assist the University in responding to the event. The duration of the event is short to
medium (1-3 days) and the recovery (or return to routine operations) from the emergency is not
immediate taking several days or more to return to normal operations. Emergency Operations Group will
be activated and the Emergency Management Team will be notified.

Emergency Response Level 3 -Full Activation : A catastrophic emergency that impacts the entire
campus and possibly the surrounding community. The event impacts all or most mission-critical functions
of the University. The emergency is not short lived and recovery to normal operations could take several
weeks. There are significant long-term impacts to University. Life, health and property on campus (and in
the wider community) are threatened; there may be loss of life and/or significant property damage. The
nature, extent and duration of the emergency warrant the temporary closure of the University.
Emergency Operations Group and the Emergency Management Team will be activated.
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A.Emergency Management Plan

1.0 Plan Objectives

The purpose of the Emergency Management Plan (EMP) is to:
● serve as both a framework and guideline, to establishing approach in the delivery and

implementation of effective decision making, communication and overall coordination
during an emergency, and to
● provide the guiding principles for protecting the health, safety, and welfare of the

students, staff, faculty, visitors and property of the University when faced with an
emergency.

2.0 Emergency Preparedness

The Emergency Management Plan in and of itself cannot







continuously develops and reviews hazard specific response plans to address these hazards.
Potential hazards are continuously assessed and amended as required.

With a better understanding of the potential hazards faced, as well as an assessment of their
potential impact on our community, the University will establish mitigation plans.
Where possible specific actions will be designed to help reduce or eliminate the
negative impact of identified and prioritized risks.

The Emergency Response Plan is intended to prevent the further escalation of emergency events,
to minimize the harm associated with the emergency, diminish the impact of the emergency.
Mitigation can also diminish



understood that, in a time of emergency, cooperation and sharing of resources for the well-being
of the entire community assumes top priority, and that certain employees may be deployed into
support roles outside of their usual areas of operation. The University and the Emergency
Management Team reserve the right to decide on resource allocation and staff redeployment, as
needed. Consultation with Human Resources and/or Unions may be required. The response
time will depend on the type of emergency and may last a few hours or as long as a few days or
longer. Moving from response to recovery must be smooth and seamless.

4.5 Recovery

Recovery deals specifically with the processes and procedures necessary to effect the return to
normal business operations as quickly as possible. It deals extensively with documenting losses,
reporting damage and procedures to ñrestartò the unit. Effective and timely recovery is critical to
the viability of individual academic and administrative units. Assessment of operational status,
capabilities and the phasing in of a return to normal business operations must be planned,
documented and communicated within the unitôs senior management team as well as the larger
university community.

When a centralized, coordinated presence is no longer required, the Laurentian University EOC
will stand down and demobilize. The University or a unit thereof will return to an acceptable
minimum standard of operations as quickly as possible after an emergency.

Recovery activities may last a few days or several weeks or longer, depending on the emergency.
Recovery activities will continue as long as necessary to fortify the return to normal or ñnew
normalò operations. (NOTE: ñnew normalò refers to the situation where regular day-to-day
operations are not exactly the same as the pre-emergency stat 
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Emergency Management Plan Framework

4.6 Emergency Documentation

Laurentian University will share important documents, including, specific procedural documents,
templates for recording information during an emergency, and any documentation and rationale
made in response to an emergency with the Emergency Operations Group.

4.7 Debrief and Learnings

After the incident has been resolved, an incident report will be compiled to include information
about the incident, the response taken, and lessons learned. Information for this report will be
gathered from the emergency response members. The report will serve as the official record
describing the incident and the universityôs response efforts. The lessons learned will be used to
update the EMRP and will be incorporated in future university training exercises.
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B. Emergency Response Plan

1.0 Notification and Planning Assumptions

1. During normal operations, routine incidents are handled by Campus Safety, Facility
Services, Information Technology, Ancillary Operations, and/or other key service
departments of the University.

2. An emergency may occur with little or no warning and can take place outside of
normal business hours.

3. An emergency may cause injury, possible fatalities, property loss, reputation and
disruption of the Universityôs core functions of research and teaching.

4. Emergencies can quickly overwhelm internal resources and capabilities and may
require the assistance of local Emergency Response agencies such as Police
Services, Emergency Medical Services, Fire Department and others.

5. Where possible and appropriate, Laurentian University will use available internal
resources before requesting external assistance from local municipal agencies.

6. If applicable, the University Emergency Operations Centre will be activated and staffed
by Laurentian University personnel. However, during a large-scale emergency
(Activation Level), external agencies (police, fire, ambulance) may also assign staff to the
EOC.

2.0 Emergency Response Levels

Emergencies may differ by nature, severity and magnitude. Not all situations
become Emergencies and can be classified as Incidents. Some incidents may include the
intervention of emergency response services such as Police Services, Fire Department or similar
agencies.

The University employs an Emergency Response Level classification system where
Emergencies are categorized into three categories: Minor Emergency, Enhanced Monitoring and
Full Activation Emergencies. These are categorized by the severity, potential impact and
resource requirements of the emergency, including the level of assistance required from external
(non-university) emergency services.
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The criteria that distinguishes between an Incident and an Emergency will depend on several
factors which include, but are not limited to the following:

1. The ability of the University to either handle the Emergency with internal
resources or require the assistance of external emergency response
agencies such as Police Services, Emergency Medical Services or the
local Fire Department

2. The scope of the Emergency (how much of the University is affected)
3. The severity of the Emergency (amounts of injuries and/or damage)
4. The duration of the Emergency (how long the emergency lasts)
5. Estimated recovery time (length of time required to return to normal

operations)

See Appendix C for Emergency Response Plan Flowchart.

2.1 Emergency Response Level 1 - Minor Emergency

A minor, localized Emergency.

● Unplanned event or occurrence that may adversely impact or threaten life, health or
property on campus, and
● The impact of the emergency is localized to a section of a building or a specific building,

not several buildings or the entire campus, and
● The duration of the emergency is short, usually less than a day, and the recovery (or

return to normal operations) from the emergency is immediate. There are no long-term
impacts from this type of emergency, and
● The emergency does not disrupt normal University operations outside the immediate area

concerned. Control and response to the emergency is within the normal scope of the
University operations;
● External emergency response agencies such as police, fire or ambulance may be

involved.

Response

● The Emergency Site Manager deals with the emergency.
● The Emergency Operations Group will be called to action.
● The Emergency Management Team will be notified.
● The Emergency Operations Centre will not be activated.
● During any emergency or crisis on campus, it is important for the University to deal

effectively with the media. The Executive Director, Government Relations,
Communications, Marketing or delegate, shall be designated to have all contacts with the
media so that information exchanged will be accurate and consistent.
● The emergency will be recorded on the responding departmentôs standard forms and

process.
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APPENDIX A: Emergency Management Structure Chart

The following diagram illustrates the organizationôs hierarchy for emergency planning and
response (in blue)

The Emergency Response Plan contained herein assigns responsibilities and outlines the
procedures to be followed in the event of an emergency. Contact List is kept on a shared drive
and shared with Emergency Management Team as well as kept in the Security Control Centre.
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APPENDIX B: Emergency Response by Level Classification
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APPENDIX C: Emergency Response Decision Tree
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/emergency
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1whJw5_hKievvLMBaRkPzgWzFgrFai6sPhYn05StsFoo/edit#heading=h.cdjwv0kmsfzbrFai6sPhYn05StsFoo/edit
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1kVIb6X45qCcTGTDZwPRQg8u_Q8mGC1jX-Qwg4pFvego/edit#heading=h.hte9aml78opdRQg8u_Q8mGC1jX-Qwg4pFvego/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jsR1WnNmYJ2PRuX2JTkXlXUDlF0zjcXqnkrJdjMMU6c/edit#heading=h.ypzbjblf0d4elXUDlF0zjcXqnkrJdjMMU6c/edit#heading=h.ypzbjblf0d4e
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GItilk5lH39e16B_GYl3QQDHK5G0Pos_nLX2yDnWpvk/edit#heading=h.gtkksug8xypz5lH39e16B_GYl3QQDHK5G0Pos_nLX2yDnWpvk/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1-pqoQa47RdZu9rdjVTO_-g3IOkoEVfkvSD9zp7DWzBo/edit#heading=h.gjdgxsOkoEVfkvSD9zp7DWzBo/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1NAI7D15LSsoSDNPqz1p3-w9RtKdMGIcFZZLOslPhaRc/edit#heading=h.j2nb7ohhadbo
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XlqEM7u0_qJH_u9V062blR5vLYgAqkeqkKGl3XZ7bxg/edit#heading=h.phg4ii769erkR5vLYgAqkeqkKGl3XZ7bxg/edit
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18F4yUuNHkDwvsOlwC56bmUjFebRVekjV/view?usp=drive_link20Inclement%20Weather%20-%20EN.pdfher%20-%20EN.pdf?_gl=1*1yue3lu*_ga*MjEyNjE4ODc1MS4xNjgwNzAzNzY1*_ga_5EXFLRFCD5*MTY4MDcwMzc2NC4xLjEuMTY4MDcwMzgwNC4yMC4wLjA.
https://intranet.laurentian.ca/policies/2017.Dec.15%20-%20Workplace%20Violence%20Prevention%20-%20EN.pdf

